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In the very near future, there will be a major shift in the talent marketplace -- the job seeker, not 
the job provider, will have the power. For the first time in the history of our country, it is predicted 
that there will be more jobs than people to fill them. The best talent will be able to pick their team 
carefully. Will they choose you? Do you have a strategy in place to guarantee that they will?  

By 2010, it is estimated there will be a qualified worker shortage of over 10 million people. 
Because our economy is expected to continue to create more jobs, and our workforce to continue 
to shrink, qualified professionals will be at a premium. 

A low unemployment rate, combined with a shortage of qualified, younger workers will create an 
incredibly challenging environment for employers to recruit, hire, and retain skilled workers. In just 
a few years, Gen Y (those born post 1978) will outnumber Gen Xers who have begun to turn 40. 
These generations come with their own unique gifts, but also some very real challenges. Gen X 
and Gen Y college graduates are not averse to change: they are projected to hold an average of 
11 jobs over the course of their careers, adding to the human capital challenges of this new 
workforce. 

While Baby Boomers still define the workplace, a new playing field is on the horizon. One in 
which Gen X, Gen Y and Baby Boomers need to work together to achieve business goals.  A 
growing skills gap is already making it tough to get the right people in the right jobs. Will you be 
able to attract and keep top talent in an increasingly tightening human capital market? 

As with every business challenge, those who have a game plan, and the strategic partnerships to 
put them into action, win. To achieve success today, and in the future, recruiting top talent must 
be a priority. One recent study indicated that in high performing companies, 49% of corporate 
officers say improving the talent pool is a top priority. In average-performing companies, just 30% 
of the leadership agrees. In the increasingly competitive human capital marketplace, visionary 
management should view people as their most important investment.  

A good executive recruitment firm can guide you through this new multigenerational talent 
marketplace. At JSI, we help our clients define, attract, hire, and retain the best people available 
in any industry. We work with clients to build a unique selling proposition, one that will build their 
brand identity in the most important marketplace there is: the world of human capital. 

Most businesses prepare for the future. They have strategies and financial plans, professional 
objectives and clear goals. But many businesses don't take the time to study workforce trends. 
Make sure you are ready for the approaching shift in the workplace demographic. Transform an 
impending crisis into a bold opportunity to bring renewed energy and top talent to you company. 
Don't be caught in a new game playing by outdated rules. Have a game plan in place, and the 
expert partners you need to guarantee success through winning human capital solutions.  

 


